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Life gets pretty boring when you beat the snot out of every villain with just one punch.Ã‚Â Nothing

about Saitama passes the eyeball test when it comes to superheroes, from his lifeless expression to

his bald head to his unimpressive physique. However, this average-looking guy has a

not-so-average problemÃ¢â‚¬â€•he just canÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t seem to find an opponent strong enough to

take on! At the martial arts tournament, Suiryu of the Dark Body Art shows promise with his

outstanding strength. But outside the stadium, a large number of monsters are pushing the heroes,

even Genos, to their limits! Back inside and unaware, Saitama approaches his match against

Bakuzan!
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Manga creator ONE beganÃ‚Â One-Punch ManÃ‚Â as a webcomic, which quickly went viral,

garnering over 10 million hits. In addition toÃ‚Â One-Punch Man, ONE writes and draws the

seriesÃ‚Â Mob Psycho 100Ã‚Â andÃ‚Â Makai no Ossan.  Yusuke Murata, a highly decorated and

skilled artist best known for his work onÃ‚Â Eyeshield 21, won the 122nd Hop Step Award (1995)

forÃ‚Â PartnerÃ‚Â and placed second in the 51st Akatsuka Award (1998) forÃ‚Â Samui Hanashi.

still the best anime series I ever read. the hero is fun, the fight effects are great and everyone's

clueless about the hero's power.



Great manga!

The carnage continues in One Punch Man volume 12. The fighting in and outside of the ring is

getting intense. As the martial arts tournament continues we are getting down to finals. Of course

Saitama continues to breeze through his opponents. But what is very interesting is seeing how the

other heroes who entered stack up compared to the other fighters. A few results of the fights

surprised me.Outside the tournament the monster association continues to wreck havoc on the

world. Their propose for the attack is mystery but one thing is for sure casualties mount on both the

Heroes and Monster sides. Who will be left after all the dust has settled. And of course the wild card

of Garo to hunt strong opponents.The artwork of the fights has an amazing amount of motion to

them. One Punch Man continues to be a visual treat. Though it should be mentioned there is a fair

amount of gore with a few monsters defeat. So you have been warned.This was another good

volume for One Punch Man. Slowly all the combatants are meeting in the same place. Who will

remain? We will just have to wait for the next volume.

Still my favorite manga to read. The anime (which is available on Netflix and daisuki.net & now

blu-ray) helps give voice and music for me when I'm reading. Can't wait for next season; but the

manga helps.

One is doing fantastic work. Issue after issue had been amazing to read and experience. Only wish

the English translation would arrive sooner.

Compared to the other volumes so far, this one seemed super short to me. I guess it's because I

expected certain things to happen, but instead of happening in this volume, they're going to in the

next. Still worth the buy as always :3

Solid comic by any metric. Start from the first volume and enjoy. Simple, excellent execution. The

art is near perfection.
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